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What s new in the EXPANDED Second Edition?41% more text than the 1st Edition 41% more

images of diseases and disorders than the 1st Edition Color illustrations located in their

corresponding disease review section New pests section with 68 images The Compendium of Rose

Diseases and Pests, Second Edition has been thoroughly updated, expanded, and given a new

format with color throughout to provide the reader with the most current and relevant information

available in a user-friendly manner. The new second edition includes information on insects and

mites with 68 images to help identify these pests and the damages they cause.The purpose of this

new edition is to aid plant pathologists, entomologists, horticulturists and other related specialists as

well as rosarians, in the diagnosis of rose diseases and pests. It is designed to serve as a practical

reference and resource for rose growers and gardeners, students, researchers, educators, crop

disease and pest consultants, advisors in state and federal government and regulatory agencies,

agribusiness representatives, the pest control industry, county agricultural and cooperative

extension agents, and area crop specialists worldwide. Authors R. Kenneth Horst and Raymond

Cloyd have distinguished backgrounds in writing on diseases and insect problems associated with

ornamental plants. The senior author has been an active educator, researcher and writer on

ornamental diseases since the early 1960s. His writing includes more than 230 publications in

scientific and trade journals and several books including Compendium of Chrysanthemum

Diseases. The co-author is well recognized for research and extension publications on insects or

ornamental plants since the mid 1990s. He has held positions in private industry and authored a

book on IPM for gardeners. Features of the new Compendium of Rose Diseases and Pests, Second

EditionColor photographs of infectious disease symptoms, now inset with the text, enable users to

identify diseases which affect roses and quickly understand the causes, life-cycles, and treatment

approaches available. Noninfectious symptoms, such as those caused by pollution and toxicities,

are covered and illustrated with color photographs that help distinguish them from bacterial, fungal,

nematode, and viral symptoms. A new color section on pests and the symptoms they cause helps

users to identify the insects and mites that attack roses. Discussions of pest and disease

management measures stress timeless principles and cultural practices ensuring that this reliable

sourcebook will help maintain healthy rose plants for many years to come A genealogy map of rose

species provides a guide to development of hundreds of rose species.
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...a good buy for rose enthusiasts and commercial rose growers, and also for students and applied

plant pathologists and agronomists wishing to identify and manage pests and diseases, including

nematodes, on roses. The book is a must for public, college and university libraries. This colourful

and informative book represents value for money. --Australian Plant Pathology Society...strongly

recommend this book to all agricultural libraries and to attention of plant protection and extension

service specialists as well as to persons growing roses in their home gardens. --Journal of Plant

Protection Research...timeless in its subject matter...this authoritative reference provides up-to-date

information for the global community concerned with growing roses. --Chicago Botanic Gardens...a

good buy for rose enthusiasts and commercial rose growers, and also for students and applied plant

pathologists and agronomists wishing to identify and manage pests and diseases, including

nematodes, on roses. The book is a must for public, college and university libraries. This colourful

and informative book represents value for money. --Australian Plant Pathology Society...timeless in

its subject matter...this authoritative reference provides up-to-date information for the global

community concerned with growing roses. --Chicago Botanic Gardens...a good buy for rose

enthusiasts and commercial rose growers, and also for students and applied plant pathologists and

agronomists wishing to identify and manage pests and diseases, including nematodes, on roses.

The book is a must for public, college and university libraries. This colourful and informative book

represents value for money. --Australian Plant Pathology Society...timeless in its subject

matter...this authoritative reference provides up-to-date information for the global community

concerned with growing roses. --Chicago Botanic Gardens...a good buy for rose enthusiasts and



commercial rose growers, and also for students and applied plant pathologists and agronomists

wishing to identify and manage pests and diseases, including nematodes, on roses. The book is a

must for public, college and university libraries. This colourful and informative book represents value

for money. --Australian Plant Pathology Society...timeless in its subject matter...this authoritative

reference provides up-to-date information for the global community concerned with growing roses.

--Chicago Botanic Gardens

Fantastic publication, more than we hoped for, and great service as usual from

Book is a thorough resource for rose growers or people just interested in rose diseases. A book that

should be in your library if you've ever wondered what's bothering your roses. Great pictures and

illustrations.

The color pictures are terrific. The information is very helpful. The book tells all the problems that

can affect your rose bushes. And the price was very reasonable

This is a fabulous book and a grate help in the rose garden. Scientific but easily understandable for

the layman.

This is probably one of the best written books on roses and the diseases and pests that try to attack

them ever written. The book tells of the disease or pest and how to be rid of it as well. One of the

Authors, Dr. Kenneth Horst, is also one of the developers of a fungicide for roses and other plants

called Green Cure. A product that performs very well. This book not only has facinating reading but

also crisp clear photos to show the damages caused by some pests and diseases. Truly a Must

Have for any serious rose lover/gardener.

Now in an updated second edition, Compendium of Rose Diseases and Pests is an in-depth

resource ideal for intermediate to expert or rose gardeners. Full color photography on virtually every

page illustrates this in-depth perusal of virtually every parasite or malady known to affect roses,

including lists of symptoms and recommendations for managing or combating each affliction. A

glossary and index round out this useful guide, which is detailed to the point of being technical. A

"must-have" especially for professionals in the field.
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